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Signs are everywhere, but we may only see them if we're tuned
in to them, intuitively. Ever noticed that when something's 'on
your radar' it pops up more frequently? These things may
already have been there, but your subconscious chose to
previously ignore them. For this reason, although there are
universal meanings in numerology, applying personal
significance to these signs is a valid part of the deciphering
process. Your house number may be no coincidence either!

INTRODUCTION

Trust your intuition.
Positive things you're

drawn to can have
purpose. Seeing 12

randomly? You are on
the right path.

GOOD TO KNOW

Make it a game to
look for numbers in
films. They are full of

meaningful
symbolism awaiting
your interpretation!

For fun, look up your
Life Path and Soul's

Urge numbers using
your birthdate. The
meanings may be

surprisingly accurate.

When you regularly
see 11.11 (e.g. on the
clock), change may
be coming, as this is
linked to karma and
spiritual awakening. 

TIP
When you repeatedly see
the same number, double

numbers* or number
sequences, take note of

what you're doing or
thinking about at the time.
Look up the numerological
meaning and read it in the

context of your 
own life.

In numerology, everything can be reduced to
numbers, from cosmic order, to sound, destiny
and personality traits. In turn, numbers are said

to hold a certain vibration, which can be
interpreted in meaningful ways (such as those
of a birth date, with both positive and negative

attributes). This makes sense in terms of
physics and geometry, in which everything can

be understood mathematically.
 

Numerology dates back to ancient times, and
the Pythagorean system is still used today

(numbers asigned to the alphabet). The below
easy notes will help you start off in this

mystical pursuit.

Make it personal:

By Frances McGonigle, DHP Acc.Hyp

*11, 22 and 33 are Master Numbers, which are vibrationally more powerful than single digit numbers.


